2013 buick verano

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Powered by a 2. Paired with a flowing
aerodynamic design, tight suspension, this Front Wheel Drive delivers the perfect acceleration
in any environment, urban or rural roads while showing off near 35mpg on the highway. Our
Convenience trim offers a profusion of amenities that start with heated front seats, a power
driver's seat, a rear camera, as well as GM's side blind-spot alert system. Comfort impacts you
before you have moved an inch. Verano includes dramatic wood with soft-touch materials
throughout and the phenomenally quiet cabin assures even a whisper can be heard. Travel is
first-class each time you enter Verano. Move about town in the style and sophistication that
only Buick can bring to your life. Print this page and call us Now Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Our convenience trim offers a profusion of amenities that start
with a power driver's seat, as well as GM's side blind-spot alert system. Verano includes
soft-touch materials throughout and the phenomenally quiet cabin assures even a whisper can
be heard. Steering-wheel controls, Bluetooth, USB, the Buick Intellilink touch-screen interface,
and much more await your command. The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: all new tires! AutoNation Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of Johnson City has a wide
selection of exceptional brand new and pre-owned vehicles to choose from. We appreciate the
time you're taking to research in your car buying experience and we'll work hard in order to
place you with the perfect vehicle to fit your needs. The Buick Verano Convenience Group is
economically and environmentally smart. Buick clearly delivers on its promise to provide a
fuel-efficient vehicle that has the great qualities you need in a vehicle. It's not a misprint. And
the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low mileage Buick Verano. A rare find these days. High
performance is what this vehicle is all about. You will be reminded of that every time you drive
it. More information about the Buick Verano: The Buick Verano is at the leading edge of a new
kind of sedan--one that's compact, yet refined, comfort-oriented and luxurious, yet at a price
that's a bit lower than traditional luxury brands. At the same time, the new Verano Turbo can
accelerate to 60 mph in just 6. The Verano also stands out from other upscale compact
sedans--through Buick's Quiet Tuning approach, which emphasizes isolation, smoothness and
quiet for the cabin--and for its feature set, which is remarkably complete for a sedan in this price
range and including some impressive connectivity and safety technology. This model sets itself
apart with Quiet, refined interior, crisp handling yet smooth ride, responsive powertrains,
well-orchestrated connectivity and navigation features, and very strong value for the money At
AutoNation, we strive to make the car buying experience as hassle free and enjoyable as
possible for you. We hope to see you in the near future and if you have any questions, please
contact us so we may be of assistance. Verano trim. We are committed to serving our friends
and customers and look forward to hearing from you! Fuel economy calculations based on
original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Superb Condition. Navigation, Sunroof,
Bose! Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Blaine, MN, 1- In the 35
years since we opened our doors, we have developed a top-notch reputation for servicing and
supplying automobile dealers across the region. This front wheel drive Buick Verano 4dr Sdn
features an impressive 2. You can also visit us at, Claypool St. Carroll OH, to check it out in
person! This Buick Verano comes Factory equipped with an impressive 2. Your search has
found yourself this great deal from the best used car dealership. First, and most importantly we
have the best prices in Michigan. In addition, our prices are no haggle and often below
wholesale prices. We will show you the price comparison of our vehicle versus the competition
so you can see for yourself what a great deal you're getting. You will also be given a CarFax
vehicle history report free of charge. Our store has been reliable and trusted for our 90 years in
business. Schafer Chevrolet is the only dealer to give you all this! Our inventory moves fast! So
get off the internet now, and give us a call or come in! You'll be glad you did! Limited to miles
after purchase. Serra Auto Park's pre-auction inventory offers the consumer the ability to buy a
vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All vehicles displayed pre-auction are sold AS-IS. The term AS-IS
means that there is absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of condition or fitness for a
particular purpose. This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS-IS
vehicles. The purchaser of an AS-IS vehicle will pay all costs for any repairs. Serra Auto Park
assumes no responsibility for any repairs, regardless of any verbal statements made about any
vehicle in the pre-auction inventory section. You could spend more on fuel each month than on
your vehicle payments, so why not consider one with exceptional fuel economy like this Buick
Verano. The Verano Convenience Group has been lightly driven and there is little to no wear

and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used vehicle is reflective of the 54,mi put
on this Buick. Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been looking for. This model
sets itself apart with Quiet, refined interior, crisp handling yet smooth ride, responsive
powertrains, well-orchestrated connectivity and navigation features, and very strong value for
the money. The Buick Verano is a compact near-luxury sedan that shares its core architecture
with the Chevy Cruze. It gracefully absorbs surface imperfections without a floaty feeling.
Steering is fluid and responsive a noteworthy achievement considering the Verano uses electric
power steering which typically sacrifices a lot of road feel for a little efficiency. With the
standard horsepower 4-cylinder engine and 6-speed automatic transmission acceleration in the
Buick Verano is acceptable but not exceptional. The no-cost-option 6-speed manual gearbox
available on the Turbo is reportedly a new slick-shifting unit not the clunky box from the Regal.
Revised steering calibration should add sportiness as well. Overall the Verano provides the kind
of comfortable and capable driving experience move-up buyers expect. The Verano features an
impressively silent cabin that should elevate both occupant comfort and perceived vehicle
quality. The system not only enables hands-free calling but also streams music and podcasts
from Internet audio services including Pandora and Stitcher. Used Buick Verano Interior Like its
larger LaCrosse sibling the compact Buick Verano features an interior outfitted in high-quality
materials and rich colors with comfortable seats and an artfully drawn dash that flows
gracefully into the doors. Less pleasing is the layout of the instrument panel which features a
confusing array of similar-looking buttons a fault partially countered by the bright easy-to-use
and intuitively arranged 7-inch touch-screen interface that controls the audio system. Its athletic
and tasteful exterior projects an appropriately premium on-road aura despite its compact
dimensions. Standout details include standard inch wheels a tasteful body-side crease that dips
toward the front of the car and high-tech-appearing headlamps with stylish blue-rimmed
projectors. Used Buick Verano Standard Features Standard features offered on the Buick
Verano include Leatherette-trimmed seating automatic climate control an electronic parking
brake steering-wheel audio and cruise controls remote engine start automatic transmissions
only and a new-for rearview camera. The roster of standard safety features includes stability
control traction control OnStar with stolen vehicle location and automatic crash notification
plus a whopping 10 airbags including front-passenger knee airbags and rear-seat side-impact
airbags. Most options are bundled into the Convenience and Leather Group packages for the
base Verano and are included as standard on the Turbo. A power sunroof is a stand-alone
option on both models. Used Buick Verano Engine Last year the Buick Verano bowed with just
one powertrain a horsepower 4-cylinder matched to a 6-speed automatic transmission. For a
more spirited horsepower turbocharged model joins the lineup. Acceleration figures show 0-to
mph in the midsecond range for the base 2. The base engine comes only with a 6-speed
automatic but the Turbo offers a choice of the automatic or a sweet-shifting manual 6-speed.
Even the larger Buick Regal gets 36 mpg highway thanks to its mild-hybrid eAssist powertrain a
technology that will likely migrate to the Verano in the future. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Showing
1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I've had many small to medium sedans, but in I
wanted a domestic near-luxury compact instead of expensive foreign makes or the usual
mid-sized choices. The Verano fit the bill perfectly. Tasteful two-tone interior, understated
exterior styling, and perfect size for an empty-nester or young professional. The base motor
was only average in terms of power and MPG, but the overall goodness of the car for the price
stood out. The well-equipped base model was the best value, if you could do without the
Convenience or Leather packages. Extremely reliable, no issues or repairs needed during my
ownership only an airbag switch recall fix. Quiet, smooth running, upscale feel without a high
price to buy or own. Nitpicks: no trunk release on trunk lid itself, thick A-pillars on windshield
hampered visibility somewhat, electronic steering felt a bit vague and disconnected. Overall,
still a nice car! This model is being discontinued, so if you are interested in a mildly upscale
small sedan at a great price, now may be a good time to check out dealer's remaining inventory.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings.
Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test
simulates a head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side
Barrier test simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at
The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The
Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control

scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this
year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected.
Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other
equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety
problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be
repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the
manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of
Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle
Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison
Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star
ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety problem?
Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched. This car is
excellent. I'drives great, and that includes in rain and snow. I feel safe in the cabin. The noise on
the road is not too bad, and visibility is great. The car has a backup camera which is great for
knowing when you are very close to another car or the curb behind you while parking. There is
an aftermarket repair that you can have done, but it costs, so I do not worry about it. The
dealership told me it is something Buick is aware of and they fixed the problem in later models.
But for that one issue, this car is worth it!! My car is very comfortable for the individual that
prefers a smaller sedan. It is very good on gas and very reliable. I have not had any issues with
this vehicle yet. The smallest issue I have is when it rains the sensor in the car will turn on the
winter mode which causes the air conditioning to not blow until the storm is over. I am sure this
is only for precaution but I rather the car not do that. This car has back up cameras, Bluetooth,
leather seats, and plenty of legroom. It beeps when you get too close to something going in
reverse, and it has the lights in the side view mirrors that help tell you if anything is in your
blind spots. I highly recommend this vehicle, but make sure you get a tune up as often as
possible, and don't go months without driving. The radio shuts off and on and then the 'aux in'
clicks off and on on its own if you do this. I am dealing with that right now. I have yet to
experience any problems with the vehicle. One of the most comfortable cars I have ever sat in.
Good braking and handling. The car also runs every smoothly. Like that the car is able to
connect to my phone via Bluetooth and play my music. Only wish the car had a built in GPS
feature. Drives smooth and looks great but too many problems. At 28, miles Ac went. At
40,miles needed multiple sensors replaced and at 68, miles timing chain broke very expensive
fix! I was very excited to own a buick but I will never buy one again! It rides very smooth the
touch screen features are nice. It has lots of space. Its has a pretty decent look everyone says it
is nice. It gets up and goes when needed l. The stock sound system in it has great bass when
hooked up to your phone. Would buy Buick again. I purchased my car in and have experienced
almost no issues. The major issue I have encountered has been getting new tires. It has been
very dependable as I commute almost miles a day to work. The performance has been superb. It
is somewhat comfortable as it can support about 4 people. Love the gas mileage! Comfortable
seats and lots of extras like rear parking camera, plenty of cupholders, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
capabilities. The negative side is the camshaft has been replaced twice since we own it as wells
as some sensors ie. Tire pressure sensor. Great car, check engine light is always on, so have to
get that checked out. Touch screen radio acts up every once in a while but it is a nice car,
reliable. Has a nice smooth ride, more room for storage than you would think. Lots of cup
holders too. I would recommend this car. My car is a 4 cylinder that drives like a 6! Love the gas
mileage that I get. The car is low to the ground and the front end gets damaged easily. The
windows are the worst they fog easily and cannot get good temperature to control the fog at
times. I love my car so much, it is so comfortable and easy to navigate. It has all the necessities
that you need in a car. It is great for all ages and people. It drives very smoothly and the gas
mileage is also great. I love this car and it will last for a long time. I really like that the car is
comfortable and I have a back camera. One thing I dislike about the car is that the
turning-radius is terrible. Trying to make u-turns and sometimes parallel parking is view
difficult. That is really my only complaint. Everything else about the car is great. The alarm
system works well and other than normal maintenance I have never had issues with the car. The
car has Bluetooth and you can do hands free calling through the speakers. You can preset radio
stations and has a touch screen. The side mirrors have blind spot lights to help alert you when
a car is in your blind spot. The speed that the car is traveling is shown in front of the steering
wheel. I love the Buick verano car because it drives very smoothly! It is very efficient on gas and
maintenance issues are rare. The interior is beautiful and the car can pass for luxury. It is the
perfect size. Parking is easy as it can fit in tight spaces! The car just is not that great, after it hit
k miles it stalled on the highway, the side detection does not work, and it is really loud. I try not
to drove it unless I have too. Also, the back seats are horrible, you cannot fit an average adult

back their it may as well be a coup. I do not think I'd buy another Buick after this one. I love the
Buick. The car drives so smoothly and the features are great. The seats are adjustable which is
great for short people as it pumps up in two places. It also has easily cleanable seats and a lot
of trunk space which is great for groceries or taking trips. My Buick verano is very reliable,
always starts regardless of the weather. The controls are in easy range for using them. The
adjustable seats are very comfortable. The gas mileage is fair, about 26 mpg on the highway.
There is too much road noise making it hard to hear the radio or CDs. You cannot hear the road
when driving. The seats are so comfortable on long trips. The tires are also very long lasting.
The car is also gas efficient when taking into consideration of driving long distance plus when
using within the city limits. The Buick verano is amazing on mpg! Mine has leather seats which
are great and very comfortable. The only issues I have had with my car is when it rains the air
condition with shut off, which can be bad since the windows fog up quite badly. Working on
getting that fixed. The features are also amazing. Comes with backup camera, also silver trim
which looks very nice. The radio is a big screen and also touch screen which is an amazing
feature. Bluetooth compatibility which these days is definitely something we need with hands
free phone conversations being a must. This is a great car and I would recommend to anyone. I
have had mechanical issues but almost 5 years after purchase and very easy fixes. Comfort has
to take the biggest plus, since I have driven it for 8 hours for a road trip and did not get tired
until maybe the 6th hour. Love all the features, auto start is beyond awesome on these hot
Texas summers. Bluetooth for both calls and music has great bass to it. I have always really
enjoyed during this car. I like the way it rides the it handles pretty good gas mileage. Sometimes
repairs can be a bit expensive but on the whole it is a good car I have not had any major issues
with it. It is a good solid reliable vehicle. I am going to have to be in the market soon like next
few years I would look for something similar maybe. Very reliable and comfortable as well.
Friends enjoy my car too. I would recommend a Buick verano. I have not had my car in the shop
for anything other than regular oil changes and tire rotations, with the exception of an issue
with a tire, though that was not the fault of the car itself. I have not had any problems with this
vehicle other than regular maintenance. It runs smoothly and quietly. It is a very comfortable
and roomy car. The trunk has a lot of space. It has had no recalls and due to its up to date
technology it alerts me to tire pressure, oil changes due and lights left in or doors left ajar. The
car is reliable and comfortable to drive. Pairing the phone for music and GPS is easy and
convenient. It is a gas saver and easy to maintain. The heated seats work incredibly well and are
a treat in the winter. The back seat is small for a family of four, but the trunk space makes it
easy to transport anything. I like Buick cars because they are very comfortable, luxurious and
very smooth. What I dislike is that they are not good with gas mileage. I have found that is hard
to drive it at night. Visibility is not great when is dark and the anti fog is not great either. I have
had 2 bucks and they both had the same problems. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below.
Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews.
1982 c10 chevy truck
boss snow plow wiring diagram
get a free car
Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior
Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Convenience Group. Leather
Group. Premium Group. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Elise B wrote on December 18, Marcellus N wrote on October 8, Stephanie D wrote on
October 5, Mark B wrote on September 28, Stacy W wrote on September 26, Brandon L wrote on
September 24, Charlette P wrote on September 22, Ara C wrote on September 19, Shawn M
wrote on September 14, Tammy C wrote on September 11, Sarah B wrote on September 6, Drake
D wrote on September 1, Donquel W wrote on August 27, Brant M wrote on August 24, Hanna B
wrote on August 21, Karen R wrote on August 17, Raquel E wrote on August 13, Jenny N wrote
on August 13, Olga G wrote on August 13, David M wrote on August 8, Grant F wrote on August
5, Susan P wrote on July 22, Sean G wrote on July 21, Blanca J wrote on July 19, Continue to
Overview.

